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Abstract
Coronary bifurcation lesions are commonly encountered, and side branch compromise is a major compli-
cation of these bifurcation interventions. Jailing a wire in the side branch is the most common method of 
significant side branch protection. Jailing a balloon in the side branch is a less well known and seldom 
practiced strategy of side branch preservation but tends to have lower occlusion rates as compared to con-
ventional jailed wires. Various modifications have been applied to the original jailed balloon technique to 
further improve side branch patency. Complications arising from this technique have been limited to case 
reports only and relate mainly to calcified vessels.
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Abbreviations
BSKT balloon stent kissing technique
IVUS intravascular ultrasound
JBT jailed balloon technique
JWT jailed wire technique
LAD left anterior descending artery
Diag diagonal artery
LCx left circumflex artery
OM obtuse marginal artery
MB main branch
MV main vessel
ODFI optical domain frequency imaging
POT proximal optimisation technique
RI ramus intermedius
SB side branch
TAP T-stenting and protrusion
TLR target lesion revascularisation

Introduction
Coronary bifurcation lesions represent a challenge to the inter-
ventional cardiologist and account for up to 20% of all lesions 
encountered in clinical practice, and side branch (SB) compromise 
is a major complication of stenting these bifurcation lesions1. The 
subject of a lot of investigations, provisional stenting has been 
proven to be superior to a two-stent strategy in most long term 
outcomes2,3. Until now, a two-stent strategy has been shown to be 
superior in complex left main lesions only4. The most commonly 
employed strategy to protect a significant SB during provisional 
stenting is to jail a coronary wire in the SB, which maintains SB 
patency, modifies SB angle and acts as a marker for rewiring5,6. In 
the multicentre TULIPE study, absence of a jailed wire resulted 
in higher rates of target lesion revascularisation (TLR) but despite 
these measures the CACTUS study still reported an inability to 
salvage the SB in 1.1% of cases7,8. In an attempt to develop a supe-
rior SB protection strategy, Burzotta et al, in 2010, published their 
bench test report and first clinical experience on “Jailed balloon 
protection…” 9. They proposed it as a novel technique to preserve 
SB patency during provisional main vessel (MV) stenting in cases 
where there is a high risk of side branch compromise9. For this 
article we have reviewed 107 papers that were identified through 
a PubMed search.

Classification of bifurcation lesions and 
bifurcation stenting techniques
Numerous classifications of bifurcation lesions have been pro-
posed; however, the European Bifurcation Club consensus 
document promotes a simplified classification, the Medina clas-
sification. In the Medina classification, any lesion with greater 
than 50% stenosis is considered significant. Significant lesions 
are denoted by “1” and insignificant lesions by “0”. Lesions are 
recorded in the following order: proximal main vessel, distal main 
vessel and side branch. These figures are separated by commas. 
The consensus document also endorses the MADS classification 

for bifurcation stenting techniques, which takes into account the 
position of stents in the bifurcation, and the order in which stent-
ing is performed. In this classification, four distinct strategies have 
been described. Each strategy is represented by an acronym; “M” 
for main vessel first, “A” for main vessel across side branch first, 
“D” for distal vessel first and “S” for side branch first10-12.

The “conventional” jailed balloon technique 
(JBT)
In the original JBT (Figure 1A-Figure 1G) a stent was posi-
tioned in the main branch (MB) and a long semi-compliant bal-
loon, with a proximal marker extending beyond the proximal 
marker of stent, was positioned in the SB. The MB stent was 
deployed and the SB assessed angiographically. If the SB was 
not occluded then the SB balloon was withdrawn, followed by 
proximal optimisation of the stent with a short balloon. The SB 
was subsequently rewired, and kissing balloon inflation per-
formed. If the SB was occluded, then the jailed balloon was 
inflated resulting in stent distortion and restoration of flow. The 
remaining steps were the same, including proximal optimisation 
(POT), side branch rewiring and final kissing balloon inflation. 
A greater occupancy of the SB ostium is proposed to ensure bet-
ter side branch patency. Resistance during balloon withdrawal 
was deemed equivalent to that encountered during jailed wire 
removal and in case of more than usual resistance, a low-pres-
sure inflation was recommended rather than application of force. 
No major MB stent malapposition was observed9.

One drawback of the procedure is that it becomes quite complex 
when a SB becomes occluded (Figure 2A-Figure 2H), although 
SB occlusion was reported in only 1 out of 19 cases9. In such 
cases the SB balloon should be deployed, but for it to be deployed, 
another balloon has to be positioned in the MB to immediately 
correct any stent distortion that results after SB balloon deploy-
ment. Any residual distortion would make rewiring challenging. 
To correct distortion, vascular injury and edge dissections are pos-
sible. In case stenting of the side branch is required, an inverted 
“provisional crush” technique is recommended, but it would be 
difficult to track a stent through a MB stent with any degree of 
residual distortion.

“Simplified” jailed balloon technique
Singh et al published an independently developed simplified JBT 
in 2012 13. In this technique (Figure 3) both MB and SB were 
wired followed by predilatation of the MB with a semi-compliant 
balloon. Stent placement in the MB and long semi-compliant bal-
loon placement in the SB were followed by stent deployment. If 
the SB was patent, then the SB balloon was inflated at low pres-
sure (less than 3 atmospheres), deflated and subsequently removed 
along with the SB wire. However, if the SB was compromised; 
a routine balloon angioplasty was performed restoring SB flow 
but causing malapposition of the MB stent. In this technique, 
rather than using a short balloon to optimise the stent, the stent 
balloon itself was used to optimise stent apposition by inflation 
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to supra-nominal pressures. No kissing balloon inflation was per-
formed. Out of a total of 102 patients who underwent percuta-
neous coronary intervention using this technique, only nine side 
branches had to be re-crossed with wires and only two required 
stenting13.

This technique appears simpler than the conventional approach, 
but at the same time, the use of a compliant stent balloon for prox-
imal optimisation needs to be questioned. The variable expansion 
profile of compliant balloons can result in edge dissection and 
stent under-expansion. Also, routine low pressure balloon inflation 
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side branch

Deploy stent

Rewire side branch
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Figure 1. Stepwise “conventional” jailed balloon technique without side branch is not compromised.
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Figure 2. Stepwise “conventional” jailed balloon technique with side branch compromise.
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in the absence of any SB compromise may be unnecessary. IVUS 
was performed in 74% patients (at operator’s discretion) and on 
the basis of this, 41% of lesions required further intervention. This 
is quite intriguing and underscores the importance of incorporating 
intravascular imaging while performing jailed balloon techniques. 
It also raises questions about whether a suboptimal intervention 
may be performed when JBT are used without intravascular imag-
ing. It should also be mentioned that left main bifurcation lesions 
were excluded.

Jailed semi-inflated balloon technique
Although results of the simplified JBT were promising, it did not 
completely prevent SB occlusion7. A further modification of this 
technique known as the jailed semi-inflated balloon technique has 

been proposed to further improve SB patency (Figure 4A-Figure 
4C). This technique follows the same basic principles as the 
simplified JBT with respect to balloon length and positioning; 
however, the SB balloon (sized 1:1 as per SB diameter) is simul-
taneously inflated at low pressures (3 atm) while the MB stent is 
deployed. As the MB stent is deployed, the proximal segment of 
the SB balloon is compressed and the distal part is over-inflated to 
completely occupy the SB ostium and prevent plaque shift. Final 
POT is performed with a short non-compliant balloon14.

Despite a theoretical risk of balloon entrapment due to loss of 
profile, no cases of entrapment were encountered. Another point 
of concern is trauma to SB ostia from the semi-inflated balloon. 
This concern was shared by the authors of the jailed semi-inflated 
balloon technique and they proposed that the SB balloon could be 
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semi-compliant balloon at low pressure (3-4 atm). 
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Figure 4. Jailed semi-inflated balloon technique. The side branch balloon is inflated at low pressure during stent deployment. Final proximal 
optimisation is performed with a short balloon.
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Figure 3. “Simplified” jailed balloon technique with and without side branch compromise. Final proximal optimisation is performed with 
stent balloon.
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slightly undersized. IVUS was performed in 25% patients enrolled 
in the study. Out of 142 patients, stent underexpansion occurred in 
16.2% of cases and IVUS revealed 5.4% with proximal edge dis-
section. The better results of the jailed semi-inflated balloon tech-
nique on IVUS as compared to the simplified JBT could be due to 
the use of non-compliant balloons for POT.

Ermiş et al published their experience with this technique15. 
Out of 82 bifurcation lesions in 64 patients (60.9% of whom had 
presented with acute coronary syndrome), only 5 cases of SB 
occlusion were reported that required intervention. Interestingly, 
the SB balloon was inflated to higher pressures than usual 
(4.8±2.0 atm)15.

“Modified” jailed balloon technique and balloon 
stent kissing technique
Modified JBT is a technique that has been studied only recently; 
the proximal marker of the SB balloon is positioned so that it 
touches the MB stent (Figure 5A-Figure 5C). In all other JBT the 
proximal marker is placed proximal to MB stent. The SB balloon 
diameter was selected as half of the MB stent diameter, if this 
did not exceed the diameter of the SB. Both balloons were then 
deployed simultaneously, withdrawn and wires crossed. Final kiss-
ing balloon inflation was performed at the operator’s discretion 
and if the SB required stenting, a T-stenting and protrusion (TAP) 
technique was employed (Figure 5). S. Saito and colleagues car-
ried out in vitro testing with optical frequency domain imaging 
(OFDI) used to determine the “eccentricity index” (ratio between 

maximum and minimum stent diameters in main branch), which 
was found to be greater with conventional JBT as compared to 
modified JBT in proximal segment of bifurcation. No difference 
in eccentricity index was observed in the distal segment of bifur-
cation. Out of 254 bifurcation lesions that were treated by the 
modified JTB method, 253 (99.6%) side branches showed post 
intervention TIMI III flow16.

A recently published study of patients managed by this tech-
nique reported no adverse outcomes at 9-month follow-up. 
However, this study did not compare outcomes with any other 
technique and had a small sample size17.

The “balloon stent kissing technique” varies slightly from 
the modified jailed balloon technique as the balloon is placed 
slightly more proximally but not proximal to stent. Cohort analy-
sis of this technique showed superior immediate results as com-
pared to provisional stenting in terms of side branch patency 
and TIMI flow, but no difference in outcomes was observed at 
12-month follow-up. Only true bifurcation lesions were included 
and complex bifurcations were excluded. Despite a theoretical 
risk, no cases of balloon entrapment or damage were reported 
with either technique16,18.

Jailed stent balloon technique
The jailed stent balloon technique is a dedicated two-stent strategy 
recently published by Shpigel et al19. It involves balloon angio-
plasty of both MB and SB lesions followed by stenting of the SB 
first. The SB stent balloon is partially withdrawn and MB stent is 
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C

BOverlap 1 mm of semi-compliant balloon with stent

Withdraw both balloons, crosswires and
assess side branch patency

Deploy both stent and side branch balloon simultaneously

Main branch
Side branch

Stent

Side branch patent No further
intervention

Kissing balloon
inflation if side
branch stenting

not required

T-stenting and
protrusion technique

if side branch 
required stenting

Side branch
compromised

Cross
wires

Stent 
deployed

Semi-compliant
balloon

Semi-compliant
balloon deployed

Figure 5. Modified jailed balloon technique. Side branch balloon is positioned so that it protrudes about 1 mm into main branch. If the side 
branch is compromised, a kissing balloon inflation or T-stenting and protrusion is performed.
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deployed. This is followed by sequential redeployment of SB and 
then MB stent balloons to correct any deformities. Final rewiring 
with kissing balloon dilatation or proximal optimisation (POT) is 
optional (Figure 6A-Figure 6F). Procedural success was observed 
in 100% of the 34 patients treated. At 2-year follow up only one 
patient required TLR, and TLR/ binary stenosis occurred in three 
patients19.

This method quotes a high success rate but it is unclear whether 
there is a need to jail a balloon in the SB if a stent has already 
been properly deployed to cover the ostium of the SB. Jailing 
a stent balloon between two layers of stents also poses significant 
risk of entrapment.

Jailed balloon and Corsair trifurcation technique
Limited to case reports, this technique integrates the jailed semi-
inflated balloon technique with the “jailed Corsair technique” 
that was published in a 2017 case report by Numusawa and col-
leagues20. Munakata et al reported a left main trifurcation lesion 
(modified Medina classification 1,1,1,0) managed with this tech-
nique. They employed a cross-stenting strategy from the left main 
coronary artery (LMCA) into the left anterior descending artery 
(LAD) while at the same time positioning a semi-inflated (3 atm) 
balloon in the ramus intermedius (RI) and a Corsair micro-cath-
eter (Asahi Intecc, Aichi, Japan) in the left circumflex (LCx) 
artery. The stent was deployed jailing both balloon and micro-
catheter, which were withdrawn post stent deployment. This was 
followed by rewiring of both the RI and LCx. Kissing balloon 
dilatation was performed in both the LAD and RI followed by the 
LAD and LCX21.

In our opinion, all of the jailed balloon techniques can be incor-
porated into a trifurcation strategy. Jailing a second device, in this 
case a micro-catheter, increases the complexity of the procedure, 
chances of device entrapment and stent deformity. Another possi-
bility that should be considered is that inter-twining of the coro-
nary wire of the jailed balloon and the micro-catheter around each 
other could cause difficulty in device withdrawal.

Complications
The most dreaded complication of this technique is entrapment of 
the jailed balloon. This has been reported in case reports in calci-
fied lesions despite plaque modification with rotational atherec-
tomy. The jailed balloon is eventually withdrawn in these cases 
with manual traction causing deformation of the stent, in one case 
requiring correction with proximal optimisation. Another signifi-
cant area of concern identified by one of the case reports was that 
repeated balloon inflation and deflation to rescue the trapped bal-
loon itself will cause loss of balloon profile, and this loss of bal-
loon profile may further hinder balloon withdrawal22,23. Although 
these complications are limited to case reports only, and were suc-
cessfully managed on each occasion, inability to retrieve a bal-
loon would be catastrophic and surely lead to emergent surgery. 
Moreover, in comparison, a trapped wire would be easier to 
release and retrieve than a trapped balloon.

Discussion
The effectiveness of the JBT was demonstrated in a recent pub-
lication by Omori et al where a pressure wire assessment of JBT 
efficacy was performed. The Pd/Pa in the SB immediately after 

A Balloon angioplasty of side branch

B Balloon angioplasty of main branch

C Stent side branch

D Withdraw stent balloon into main branch followed by main branch 
stenting

E Sequential balloon deployment in side branch

F Sequential balloon deployment in main branch

Main branch
Balloon 
angioplasty

Balloon angioplasty

Main branch
stent deployed

Side branch balloon
deployed

Side branch 
stent deployed

Main branch balloon
deployed

Partially
withdrawn stent
balloon

Side branch

Figure 6. Stepwise jailed stent balloon technique.
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stenting was 0.34, which increased to 0.60 after balloon removal. 
Although still suboptimal, it showed that a jailed balloon can 
secure lumen patency in the jailed SB24.

We have summarised literature from some of the major trials on 
jailed balloon techniques in Table 1-Table 3. In terms of patient 
characteristics, most patients enrolled were hypertensive, non-
diabetic males in their 60s and 70s without prior coronary inter-
vention except in the modified JBT trial where half of the patients 
had undergone prior coronary intervention. The modified JBT and 
balloon stent kissing technique (BSKT) group of patients also dif-
fered from the others in that the majority of these patients were 
diagnosed with stable angina whereas the other trials had enrolled 
predominantly acute coronary syndrome patients (Table 1). The 
majority of lesions treated were LAD/diagonal bifurcations. LM 
lesions had been excluded in the simplified JBT and BSKT tri-
als. Most of the lesions treated were classified as Medina 1,1,1. 
The procedure was performed predominantly with a 6 Fr guide 
catheter and through a transradial access. A variety of stent plat-
forms were used and had similar outcomes (Table 2). IVUS, 
when performed, showed less well apposed stents with simplified 
JBT, which may be due to the use of compliant stent balloons for 
optimisation. The jailed semi-inflated balloon technique reported 
significantly more well apposed stents as it involved POT with 
a non-compliant balloon. In both these studies, only two edge 
dissections were reported. Although it would have been interest-
ing to compare procedural times between the different techniques 
and to traditional wire trapping, only Cayli et al14 measured 
procedural times and they were reported as 16.3±4.8 minutes. 
Procedural success rates were 100% and only one side branch 
was lost with the simplified JBT. No cases of balloon damage or 
entrapment were reported. The role of intravascular imaging with 

jailed balloon techniques needs to be stressed. Malapposition, 
that may or may not be related to balloon jailing, can be effec-
tively identified and corrected along with any edge dissections. 
Table 3 summarises these outcomes and IVUS findings9,13,14,16,18. 
It is important to highlight here that the main limitation of these 
techniques is the limited data. Direct comparison between vari-
ous jailed balloon techniques is not possible, and in our review 
of literature, no studies in this regard have been performed to 
date. However, we found two studies that had compared the jailed 
wire technique (JWT) with JBT. The first is a randomised control 
trial from China where 192 consecutive patients were randomised 
to JBT or JWT and immediate post-procedural outcomes were 
studied. Only patients with Medina 1,1,1 lesions were enrolled. 
In this study SB TIMI III flow was achieved less frequently in 
patients who underwent JWT than those who underwent JBT 
(74.6% vs 93.2%, p=0.001). Patients undergoing JWT also expe-
rienced more periprocedural MI (11.9% vs 2.7%, p=0.008) and 
more SB occlusion (18.6% vs 5.4%, p=0.009). No device-related 
complication was reported in the study25. Results from a prospec-
tive double-blinded randomised control trial involving patients 
with true bifurcation lesions (Medina classification 1.1.1, 1.0.1, 
or 0.1.1) showed a lower incidence of perioperative MACE with 
BSKT than with JWT (0% vs 13.6%, p≤0.05). The incidence of 
MACE, angina and heart failure was similar on median follow-up 
of 19.0±6.1 months. There was no difference in survival between 
the two groups at 24 months (BSKT 97.7% vs JWT 91.1%, 
p=0.18). Although these results are promising, they may not be 
easily replicated. The data are limited to single centres where the 
procedure would have been performed by operators who special-
ised in the JBT26. To show superiority, adequately powered stud-
ies with a control arm, intravascular imaging and medium to long 

Table 1. Literature review of jailed balloon techniques- a comparison of clinical characteristics.

Burzotta et al9 Singh et al13 Çayli et al14 Saito et al16 Qu et al18

Technique Conventional JBT Simplified
JBT

Jailed semi-inflated 
balloon

Modified jailed
balloon technique

Balloon stent kissing 
technique

Total Patients 19 100 137 233 40

Age (n±SD/IQR) 69.0±7.3 63.1±11.7 63.6±11.7 71.5±9.7 62 IQR 12

Females 7 (35%) 39 (39%) 33 (24.1%) 11 (18.3) 10 (25%)

Diabetes mellitus 8 (40%) 33 (33%) 54 (39.4%) 98 (42.1) 14 (35%)

Hypertension – 88 (88%) 72 (52.6%) 181 (77.7%) 28 (70%)

Smoker – 45 (45%) 52 (38.0%) 120 (51.5%) 15 (37.5%)

Dyslipidaemia – 84 (84%) 64 (46.7%) 186 (79.8%) 14 (35%)

Prior CAD – 48 (48%)

Prior coronary bypass graft – 13 (13%) 19 (13.9%) 5 (2.1%) 1 (2.5%)

Prior PCI – 13 (13%) 41 (29.9%) 114 (48.9%) 6 (15%)

Peripheral arterial disease – 3 (7%) – – –

Chronic kidney disease – 7 (7%) – 112 (48.1%) 1 (2.5%)

Stable angina 13 (65%) 17 (17%) 49 (35.8%) 197 (84.5%) 28 (70%)

Acute coronary syndrome 7 (35%) 68 (68%) 88 (64.2%) 36 (15.5%) 12 (30%)

CAD: coronary artery disease; IQR: interquartile range; PCI: percutaneous coronary angioplasty; SD: standard deviation
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term follow-up would be required. Thus, although the authors 
do not recommend the routine use of the JBT, in the absence of 
any robust data proving superiority over the JWT, there may be 
a potential role for the JBT in selected patients.

Conclusion
The jailed balloon technique appears safe and effective for SB 
preservation. However, most operators have limited-to-no expe-
rience of the technique. Current data are limited, single-centered 
and, in the absence of head to head trials, the JTB offers no defini-
tive advantage over the JWT. Multicentred randomised studies are 
required to directly compare the various jailed balloon techniques 
with each other and with the JWT.
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